The Hershey Company

The Hershey Company, commonly known as Hershey's, is
an American multinational company and one of the
largest chocolate manufacturers in the world.
A leading manufacturer of baked products, such as
cookies and cakes, and seller of beverages like
milkshakes, and many more that are produced globally,
Hershey faced challenges of poor customer experiences,
organic search and CPM penalties and higher paid search
costs as result of their desktop-focused website.

The Hershey Company
01 Challenge | Solving for Business Needs, User Requirements, Competitive Advantages and Customer Expectations
Possessing a multitude of diverse, independent sub-brands, each with their own digital domain, Hershey lacked the governance
and control they required for effective management all of their owned entities from their industry leading parent-brand.
The Hershey Company Selected R2i’s Expertise To Solve:
INTERNAL

EXTERNAL

• Inefficient and manual maintenance of systems and sites that

• Understand what consumers are seeking to expand footprint via relevant

lacked organized component structure
• Transformation from developer-first practice to a marketer-first
system for harnessing internal capabilities to update the brand portfolio
• Arduous top-down template update functions
• Lack of version control to individual domain properties

occasions, seasons and products
• Build an experience that will match customer needs and appear
when content is sought out
• Bring excitement to CMG via occasions, seasons, and product
needs via robust programming and content
• Collect email based on engagement to drive repeat engagement
• Ensure content links to commerce
• Collect and syndicate ratings & reviews to drive conversion

The Hershey Company
02 Goals | The Path & Growth to CMG Industry Leader
Implement a new and robust, consumer-first UX website, while enhancing
the holistic customer journey to:
• Leverage competitive capability in order to achieve omni-channel dominance
• Drive $23M gross annual sales
• Evolve to be the undisputed CMG leader

The Hershey Company
03 Solution | A Transformational Shift for the Organization
Through an interactive and thorough discovery workshop consisting of stakeholder and
user interviews, comparator breakdown and deep website analysis, in collaboration with The
Hershey Company, R2i arrived upon a solution that would soon be recognized
as the transformational shift for the organization.
Harnessing the power of Adobe technology, evolution of a new and innovative concept was
born – known as the, “Hershey Happiness Hub.” The Hub consolidated B2B, B2C, and
B2B2C operations to perform as the central, critical building block in the entire digital
ecosystem within The Hershey Company.
Digitally transforming separate, siloed, multifaceted brands, into the “Hershey Happiness
Hub” meant true digital transformation of all brand entities to a unified
network, resultantly unveiling new cross-sell and upsell opportunities for Hershey and its
family of products.
Furthermore, The Hershey Company would capitalize on solving for its external
challenges through implementation of a faster, simpler, more user-friendly and mobilefirst website navigation for capturing, engaging and converting new and existing customers,
their journeys and expectations.

The Hershey Company
04 Impact | Digital Transformation & Value Realization
Outlining their initial goals, this implementation meant empowering the business with evolved proficiencies and ultimate value realization via:

INTERNAL

EXTERNAL

ORGANIZATIONAL

• Intuitive, easy-to-use Marketer-

• User-friendly, quick and simple, mobile-

• Hershey Happiness Hub goals:

first platform for content authoring, landing
pages development and campaign management
• Management capabilities all of Hershey brand sites
from a centralized location
• Comprehensive asset management through custom
component library designed with shared

first, consumer-driven navigation
• Transitioned to pull-based model, based upon
search-optimized content, by enhanced
understanding of consumers and matching
occasions and content to needs
• Omni-channel dominance with a dramatic

commonalities, distinctive needs, and uniqueness of

increase from 79 to 102 YoY among Food

each site/top tier brand and secondary brand in mind,

& Beverage competitive ranking

enabling agility for effective site management
across the comprehensive family of brands
• Consolidation of systems/platforms in a fully hosted
and managed cloud environment

• Creation of a holistic and cohesive

• 20.1% lower bounce rate
• 17.8% longer session duration
• Driving $23M gross annual sales
• Reduced costs of $3.7M
These internal, external and organizational
achievements and forward-looking goals
exhibit testament to the work completed by
R2i, opening doors to new opportunities and

Hershey brand experience through digitally

showing true possibilities through proper

transforming the organization’s ecosystem

leverage of Adobe technology.

The Hershey Company
05 Looking Ahead | Launch is Just the Beginning!
R2i is continually evolving its relationship with The Hershey Company, and is in collaboration processes to further enhance
personalization strategies on the website for continuing to evolve and better operations for improving the consumer experience.

